Read Skillfully

The First Flag
CCSSR1: Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific
textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.

Includes questions you can ask about any story.

It had been a busy day. I helped Betsy Ross. I am a seamstress. I can sew well. We
were tired from sewing. Betsy Ross made her living by sewing for people. She sewed
many things. She sewed clothes. She sewed curtains. Every day she would start with a
pile of cloth and end with things people needed. Everyone knew she would do a good job.
So they came to her home and asked her to sew for them. She hired me to help.
One day three men came to her home. They asked her if she could make a flag. I
listened to them talk. One of them was named George Washington. I had heard of him.
There he was. He came to the store in May. I remember it well because it was my
birthday. He was leading the army. The army did not have a flag. The army was
fighting for freedom. No one knew if we would win.
They showed Betsy Ross a drawing. It was for the flag of the new country. It had
stars. It had stripes. It would have stripes and stars. I said, “Silver stars would be good.”
Betsy said, “No. It will be too hard to make. It should be red, white, and blue.” So we set
to work that day.
We worked on the flag for the next month. It would be very big. We had to do
other work, too. She said we have to make more clothes to get money. We’re doing the
flag as a present. We would not be paid for the flag. It would be a present.
Finally the flag was ready. George Washington sent someone to get it. He opened
it up and said, “This is it. This is just what we need to inspire the army.” He did not show
it anyone yet, though. He kept it for a special day.
On July 4th, the army flew the new flag. That was the first Independence Day. On
that day the United States said it was a new country. It had a new flag. We were not
there. But we heard about it later.
The army had to fight more battles. Just saying they were independent did not
make it true. The war went on for 7 more years. We worried. We made more flags. In all
those battles, soldiers saw that flag. Still, it was hard to win.
When the war ended, the country started. I was proud when I saw the flag. I
didn’t just make a flag. I was part of making the United States.
Write your answers to these questions on another page.
1. Sequence: Which event happened first? Which happened last?
2. Character Traits: Name one character. What is one trait you infer that character has? Explain
why you think that.
3. Motive: What is something that person does? Why do you think that person does that?
4. Summarize: Summarize the story in four sentences. Tell about the characters and what they
do.
5. Main Idea: What do you think is the main idea of the story? Why?
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